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The WWOMBs Monthly Contest Rules
1. Most Prolific Author
2. Random Author
3. Random Reviewer
Contest winners awarded either a $10 or $20 Gift Certificate of thier choice.
Winners are contacted through their registered email, so be sure it's current, please.

WWOMB now offers daily and weekly newsletters. Subscribe to get yours sent to you (be sure your email is current) through your email by ticking off the box on your profile page.

Daily Newsletters
1. New stories and updated stories
2. New challenges posted to the archive
3. News related to the archive, including new fandoms or characters, contest winners, new functions etc.

Weekly Newsletters:
1. Fandom of the week challenge generated by the site.

MULTI-MEDIA AREA
Adopt-A-Fic
PodFic - FF on audiobook
Audio Arts Gallery
Graphic Arts Gallery
WWOMB Chat: Access to all. Set up a weekly chat or gather friends from the lists at any time.
WWOMBTube: Our own version of Utube.
WWOMBs Blogs, Journals and Mailing Lists

CATEGORIES

[Anime] [Articles and Reviews] [Books] [Comics] [Creepypasta] [Dear Diary] [Essays]
Folklore And Fairy Tales [Games] [Movies] [Mythology] [Original Fiction] [Real Person]
[Reality TV] [Rock Operas] [Sunday Comics] [Television] [Theater & Plays] [Toy based]
[Round Robins] [Crossovers]

Quick click to your fandom area
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FANDOMS

0
$h*!' My Dad Says  - Television
2 Broke Girls  - Television
7 Days  - Television
  7 Days/Battlestar Galactica  - Crossovers
  7 Days/Quantum Leap  - Crossovers
  7 Days/The Pretender  - Crossovers
  7 Days/The Pretender/Stargate  - Crossovers
  7 Days/The Pretender/X-Files  - Crossovers
  7 Days/Scarecrow and Mrs King  - Crossovers
  7 Days/Sliders  - Crossovers
  7 Days/Superman  - Crossovers
    7 Days BDSM & Slash  - Squidge Mailing List - BDSM & Slash
    7 Days Fic  - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
07-Ghost  - Anime
7th Heaven  - Television
  7th Heaven/Charmed/Passions  - Crossovers
8MM  - Movies
8 Simple Rules  - Television
10  - Movies
The 10th Kingdom  - Television
  The 10th Kingdom/Legion of Super Heroes  - Crossovers
  The 10th Kingdom/Once Upon A Time  - Crossovers
XIII  - Television
The 13th Warrior  - Movies
21 Jumpstreet  - Television
  21 Jumpstreet/Booker  - Crossovers
    21 Jumpstreet Slash  - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash
    21 Jumpstreet Slash  - YG Mailing List - Slash
24  - Television
  24/Desperate Housewives/Herpes/House MD  - Crossovers
  24/James Bond  - Crossovers
  24/KieferLou  - Crossovers
  24/Numb3rs  - Crossovers
  24/Smallville  - Crossovers
  24/The West Wing  - Crossovers
  24/X-Files  - Crossovers
    Jack Bauer After hours - 24 the Series  - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
    Jack Bauer- After Hours Slash  - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash
    24 After Hours  - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre
30 Rock  - Television
54  - Movies
55 Degrees North (Night Detective)  - Television
101 Dalmatians  - Movies
  101 Dalmations/Lassie  - Crossovers
1632  - Books
The 4400  - Television
  The 4400 Fantasies  - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre
  The 4400 Slushy Fantasies  - YG Mailing Lists - Slash
666 Park Avenue  - Television

A
A Christmas Carole  - Books
A Gifted Man  - Television
A Knight's Tale - Movies
  A Knight's Tale/Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter - Crossovers
  A Knight's Tale/Lords Of The Ring - Crossovers
A Life Less Ordinary - Movies
  A Life Less Ordinary/B. Monkey - Crossovers
A Man Apart - Movies
A Nightmare On Elm Street - Movies
A Very Peculiar Practice - Television
  A Very Peculiar Practice/Doctor Who - Crossovers
A Walk On The Moon (1999) - Movies
A-Team - Movies
  A-Team/ Alias Smith And Jones - Crossovers
  A-Team/ Blade - Crossovers
  A-Team/The Dresden Files - Crossovers
  A-Team/Harry Potter - Crossovers
  A-Team/Highlander the Series - Crossovers
  A-Team Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
  A-Team Slash - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash
Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein - Movies
  The Abbott and Costello Show - Television
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter - Books
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter - Movies
According To Jim - Television
  According To Jim/The Breakfast Club - Crossovers
The Academy Is - Real Person Fiction
Ace Attorney - Games
Ace Lightning - Television
Ace Ventura, Pet Detective - Movies
  Ace Ventura: Pet Detective/Monty Python And The Quest For The Quest For The Holy Grail - Crossovers
  Ace Ventura: Pet Detective/Pirates of Caribbean/The X-Men - Crossovers
Aces 'N' Eights - Movies
Action - Television
  Action/ Angel - Crossovers
  Action/The Sentinel - Crossovers
Action Pictures - Pictures
  Peter Dragon's Action Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
  Peter Dragon's Action Slash - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash
Action Man - Television
Adam-12 - Television
  Adam 12/Dragnet - Crossovers
  Adam 12/Dragnet/Emergency - Crossovers
Adam 12/Dragnet/Mystery Science Theater 3000 - Crossovers
  Adam-12/Emergency - Crossovers
The Addam's Family - Television
  The Addam's Family/Harry Potter - Crossovers
  Addam's Family/Man From Uncle - Crossovers
  Addams Family/The Sentinel - Crossovers
  Addam's Family/The Vampire Lestat - Crossovers
Adventure Inc - Television
  Adventure Inc/The Magnificent 7 - Crossovers
  Adventure Inc/Poltergeist: The Legacy - Crossovers
Adventure Inc/Stargate/Torchwood - Crossovers
Adventure Inc/Without a Trace - Crossovers
Adventure Inc Slash - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash
Adventure Inc Fic - YG Mailing List - All-genre
Adventure Inc Adult - YG Mailing List - All-genre
Adventure Inc Slash - YG Mailing List - Slash
Adventures Of Brisco County Jr - Television
Brisco County Jr Chat & Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
Adventures Of Buckaroo Banzai - Movies
The Adventures of Ellery Queen - Television
The Adventures Of Gulliver - Television
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Television
The Adventures of Superboy: 1988 - Television
The [Many] Adventures of Winnie the Pooh - Movies
The African Queen - Movies
African Queen/The Mummy: 1932 - Crossovers
The African Queen/The Wolfman: 1941 - Crossovers
Against The Wall - Television
The Agency - Television
Ai no Kusabi - Anime
Aion - Games
Air America - Television
Airwolf - Television
Aladdin - Movies
Alcatraz - Television
Alexander - Movies
Alias - Television
Alias Smith And Jones - Television
Alias Smith And Jones/Battlestar Galactica - Crossovers
Alias Smith And Jones/The Lone Ranger - Crossovers
Alias Smith And Jones/Poltergiest, the Legacy - Crossovers
Alias Smith And Jones Keepers - Keepers Page
Alias Smith And Jones Pictures 1 - Pictures
Alias Smith And Jones Pictures 2 - Pictures
Alias Smith And Jones Pictures 3 - Pictures
Alias Smith And Jones Pictures 4 - Pictures
Alias Smith And Jones Pictures 5 - Pictures
Alias Smith And Jones Q&A - Q&A Page
Alice: 2009 - Television
Alice in Wonderland - Movies
Alice in Wonderland (2010) - Movies
Alien - Movies
Alien/Star Trek Voyager - Crossovers
Alien: Resurrection - Movies
Alien Nation - Television
Alien Nation/Heroes - Crossovers
Alien Sex Files 3: Aliens Gone Wild - Movies
Aliens - Movies
The All-Star Squadron - Comics
All In the Family - Television
All My Children - Television
All the Pretty Horses - Movies
Almost Human - Television
Alpha Flight - Comics
Alphas - Television
Altered States - Movies
Amazing Stories - Television
American Dad - Television
American Gothic - Television
American Gothic/Crusade - Crossovers
  American Gothic Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
American Horror Story - Television
American Idol - Real Person
American Outlaws - Movies
American Pie 2 - Movies
American Psycho - Movies
American Gothic Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
American Gothic/Crusade - Crossovers
  American Gothic Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
American Horror Story - Television
American Idol - Real Person
American Outlaws - Movies
American Pie 2 - Movies
American Psycho - Movies
American Gothic Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
American Gothic/Crusade - Crossovers
  American Gothic Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
American Horror Story - Television
American Idol - Real Person
American Outlaws - Movies
American Pie 2 - Movies
American Psycho - Movies
An American Werewolf In London - Movies
Andromeda - Television
  Andromeda/Farscape - Crossovers
  Andromeda/The Lone Gunmen - Crossovers
  Andromeda/Magnificent 7 - Crossovers
  Andromeda/Stargate SG1 - Crossovers
    Andromeda Chat & Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
    The Wild & Wicked Side Of Dylan Hunt - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
    The Wild & Wicked Side Of Tyr - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
    The Wild Side Of Seamus Harper - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
The Andy Griffith Show - Television
Angel - Television
  Angel/Buffy The Vampire Slayer - Crossovers
  Angel/Buffy The Vampire Slayer/Glee - Crossovers
  Angel/CSI - Crossovers
  Angel/Doctor Who - Crossovers
  Angel/The Sentinel - Crossovers
  Angel/Supernatural - Crossovers
  Angel/Veronica Mars - Crossovers
    Basking In The Arms Of The Host - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre - Host Fic
    Doyle_Angel_Wesley Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genres - Doyle, Angel & Wesley Fic
    Slash The Men Of Buffy & Angel - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
    All About Cordy - YG Makiling List - All-genres - Cordellia Fic
    Angel Fantasies In The Arms Of The Host - YG Mailing List - All-genres - Host Fic
    Kate_Wesley_Lindsey_Gunn - YG Mailing List - All-genres - Kate, Wesley, Lindsey & Gunn Fic
    Lindsey Fic - YG Mailing List - All-genres - Lindsey Fic
    The Men Of Angel Fantasies - YG Mailing List - Slash
    Spike Slash - YG Mailing Lists - Slash only
    Wesley Wyndham Price_Wild And Wicked - YG Mailing List - All-genre - Wesley Fic
Almost Human - Television
Animaniacs - Television
Animorphs - Television
Antique Cake Store - Anime
Anita Blake: Vampire Hunter - Books
  Anita Blake: Vampire Hunter/Harry Potter - Crossovers
Appaloosa - Movies
  Appaloosa/Magnificent 7 - Crossovers
The Apprentice - Real Person
Aquaman - Comics
The Arabian Knights (1968) - Television
Archie - Comics
   Archie's Riverdale Slash - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
Are You Being Served - Television
Armageddon - Movies
Army Wives - Television
   Army Wives Fantasies - YG Mailing List - All-genres
Arrow - Television
   Arrow Fic - YG Mailing List - All-genres
   Arrow Slash - YG Mailing List - Slash and Femmeslash
Artemis Fowl - Books
Arthurian Legend - Mythology
Aristocats - Movies
As Good As It Gets - Movies
As The Bell Rings - Television
Asylum (2008) - Movies
The Atom - Silver Age - Comics
Auf Wiedersehen, Pet: 1983 - Television
Austin Powers - Movies
   Austin Powers/Buffy - Crossovers
   Austin Powers/Rat Race - Crossovers
   Austin Powers/Scream - Crossovers
   Austin Powers/The Sentinel - Crossovers
   Austin Powers/X-Files - Crossovers
The Authority - Comics
Avalon High - Movies
Avatar - Movies
Avatar The Last Airbender - Anime
Avatar The Last Airbender - Television
   Avatar: The Last Airbender Fantasies - YG Mailing List - All-genres
The Avengers - Comics
The Avengers: 2012 - Movies
   The Avengers: 2012/Captain America/Torchwood - Crossovers
   The Avengers: 2012/Iron Man - Crossovers
   The Avengers: 2012/Torchwood - Crossovers
   The Avengers: 2012/Torchwood/Torchwood: Miracle Day - Crossovers
   The Avengers: 2012/X-Men - Crossovers
   The Avengers - BBC - Television
Awake - Television
Awkward - Television

B
B Monkey - Movies
Babylon 5 - Television
   Crusade and Babylon 5 Chat And Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
The Baby-Sitters Club - Movies
Back To The Future - Movies
Backdraft - Movies
Bad Girls - Movies
Bad Girls (BBC) - Television
The Bad Seed - Books
Banacek - Television
Band of Brothers - Television
The Bank - Movies
Bar Karma - Television
Barb Wire - Movies
Barbarella - Movies
Barefoot In The Park - Movies
Barney Miller - Television
Barretta - Television
Barretta Chat And Fic - Squidge Mailing List
Bates Motel (2013) - Television
Batgirl - Comics
Batman - Comics
   Batman/Dr. Strange - Crossovers
Batman: The Animated Series - Television
Batman: The Dark Knight - Movies
Batman: The Dark Knight Rises - Movies
Batman: The New Batman Adventures - Television
Batman & Robin - Movies
Batman Beyond - Television
Batman Forever - Movies
   Batman/Smallville - Crossovers
      Batman And Robin_Slashy Fantasies - YG Mailing List - Slash
      Batman And Robin_Slash - YG Mailing List - Slash - Unmoderated
      Batman: The Batslash Archive - Mailing List Specific Archive
Battlestar Galactica 1978 - Television
Battlestar Galactica 2003 - Television
   Battlestar Galactica 2003/V The Series - Crossovers
      BSG_2003_Fantasies - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre
      Battlestar Galactica For Adults - Yahoogroups Mailing List - All Genres
Baywatch - Television
   Baywatch/Emergency - Crossovers
The Beast - Television
The Beastmaster - Television
   Slash The Beastmaster - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash
Beau Geste - Movies
Beauty And The Beast - Movies
Beauty And The Beast: 1987 - Television
   Beauty And The Beast: 1987/Dark Angel - Crossovers
Beauty And The Beast: 2012 - Television
Becker - Television
Bedazzled - Movies
Bedlam - Television
Beetle Bailey - Comics
Beetle Bailey - Sunday Comics
Beetlejuice - Movies
Behind the Music - Real Person
Being Human - UK - Television
   Being Human: UK/Torchwood - Crossovers
Being Human - US - Television
Belgariad series - Books
Bell, Book And Candle - Movies
Ben 10: Alien Force - Television
Beneath The Planet Of The Apes - Movies
Benson - Television
The Beverly Hillbillies -
Bewitched - Television
Bible stories - Mythology
Big - Movies
The Big Apple - Television
The Big Bang Theory - Television
Big Brother - Real Person
The Big Chill - Movies
The Big Valley - Television
   Big Valley/Wanted Dead or Alive - Crossovers
Big Wolf On Campus - Television
Biker Mice from Mars - Television
The Bill - Television
   The Bill/Engvall Show - Television
Bionic Woman - 2007 - Television
Birds Of Prey - Comics
Black Adder - Television
   Black Adder/Dr Who - Crossovers
   Black Adder Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
Black Books - Television
Black Butler (Kuroshitsuji) - Anime
Black Hawk Down - Movies
Black Scorpion - Television
The Blacklist: 2013 - Television
Blade - Movies
Blade Of The Immortal - Comics
Blade the Series - Television
Blades of Glory - Movies
Blair Witch Project - Movies
Blake's 7 - Television
   Blake's 7 Chat And Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
   Slash Blake's 7 - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash only
Blazing Saddles - Movies
Bleach - Anime
Blind Justice - Television
Blondie - Sunday Comics
Blood+ - Anime
Blood Ties - Television
Blossom - Television
Blue Crush - Movies
Blue's Clues - Television
Bomb Girls - Television
Bonanza - Television
Boogie Nights - Movies
Booker - Television
The Books Of Magic - Comics
Boomtown - Television
The Boondock Saints - Movies
Boondocks - Comics
The Boondocks - Television
Bonanza - Television
Bonekickers - Television
Bones - Television
Bones/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
Border Patrol - Movies
Boston Legal - Television
Boston Public - Television
Bourbon Street Beat - Television
Bourne Supremacy - Movies
Bowfinger - Movies
Boy Meets World - Television
The Brady Bunch - Television
The Breakfast Club - Movies
Breakfast on Pluto - Movies
Breaking Bad - Television
Breakout Kings - Television
Brenda Starr: Reporter - Comics
The Bride Of Frankenstein - Movies
Brideshead Revisited: 1981 - Television
Bridget Jone's Diary - Movies
Brimstone - Television
Brokeback Mountain - Movies
The Broken Hearts Club: A Romantic Comedy - Movies
Bronski And Bernstein - Television
Brothers And Sisters: 2006 - Television
Bruce Almighty - Movies
Buck Rogers In The 25th Century - Television
Bucky O'Hare and the Toad Wars! - Television
Buffy The Vampire Slayer - Comics
Buffy The Vampire Slayer - Movies
Buffy The Vampire Slayer - Television
Buffy/Glee - Crossovers
Buffy/Angel/Highlander - Crossovers
Buffy/Elvira: Mistress of the Dark - Crossovers
Buffy/Diagnosis Murder/InuYasha/Martial Law/Yu Yu Hakusho - Crossovers
Buffy/Glee - Crossovers
Buffy/Harry Potter - Crossovers
Buffy/Highlander - Crossovers
Buffy the Vampire Slayer/Incarinations of Immortality/Xena: Warrior Princess - Crossovers
Buffy/Jinx High Series - Crossovers
Buffy/Lord of the Rings - Crossovers
Buffy/The Lost Boys - Crossovers
Buffy/The Mage Winds/Storm Breaking Trilogy - Crossovers
Buffy/Mass Effect - Crossovers
Buffy/The Muppet Show - Crossovers
Buffy/The Sentinel - Crossovers
Buffy/Smallville - Crossovers
Buffy/Stargate - Crossovers
Buffy Supernatural - Crossovers
Buffy/True Blood - Crossovers
Buffy/X-Men - Crossovers
  Buffy Slashers - YG Mailing Lists - Slash only
  Spike Slash - YG Mailing Lists - Slash only
  UCfic4BrVS - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre
Bull Durham - Movies
Burn Notice - Television
The Burning Zone - Television
Butterfly Effect - Movies

C
Cabin by the Lake - Movies
  Cabin by the Lake/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
Cactus Flower - Movies
Cadfael - Television
Cagney and Lacey - Television
California Dreams - Television
Californication - Television
Camelot - Television
Camp: 2013 - Television
Candyman: 1992 - Movies
Cannonball Run (1981) - Movies
The Cape (2011) - Television
Caprica - Television
Capricorn One - Movies
Captain America - Comics
Captain Carrot And His Amazing Zoo Crew - Comics
Captain Caveman And The Teen Angels - Television
Captain Marvel - Comics
Captain Scarlet - Television
Cardcaptor Sakura - Anime
Caroline In The City - Television
Carnivale - Television
Cars - Movies
Casablanca - Movies
Casper The Friendly Ghost - Comics
Castle - Television
Cathy - Sunday Comics
Cats - Movies
Catwoman - Movies
Celebrity Rehab With Dr. Drew - Reality TV
Century City - Television
Charles In Charge - Television
Charlie Jade - Television
Charlie's Angels (1976) - Television
Charlies Angels (2011) - Television
Chaos - Movies
Chaos - Television
Charmed - Television
  Charmed/Torchwood - Crossovers
Chase - Television
Cheers - Television
Cheaper By The Dozen - Movies
Chemistry - Television
Slash Counterstrike - Squidge Mailing List
Coupling: 2000 - Television
The Covenant - Movies
Covert Affairs - Television
Covington Cross - Television
Cowboy Bebop - Television
Coyote Ugly - Movies
Cracked: 2013 - Television
The Craft - Movies
The Creature From The Black Lagoon - Movies
Crime Story: 1986 - Television
Criminal Minds - Television
Criminal Minds/CSI/CSI: Miami/Skinwalkers - Crossovers
Criminal Minds/CSI/CSI: New York/Law & Order: SVU - Crossovers
Criminal Minds/Flashpoint - Crossovers
Criminal Minds/Hannibal - Crossovers
Criminal Minds/It - Crossovers
Criminal Minds/La Cage aux Folles - Crossovers
Criminal Minds/XMen - Crossovers
Criminal Minds: Suspect Behavior - Television
Crocodile Hunter: Collision Course - Movies
Crossing Jordan - Television
Crossing Jordan Slash - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash
Crossing Jordan Fantasies - Yahoogroups Mailing List
Crossing Lines - Television
The Crow: Stairway to Heaven - Television
The Crow Chat & Fic - Squidge mailing list - All Genres
Crusade: 1999 - Television
Crusade Babylon 5 Chat & Fic - Squidge mailing list - All Genres
Crusoe - Television
CSI: Crime Scene Investigation - Television
CSI/CSI: Miami - Crossovers
CSI/CSI: Miami/CSI: New York - Crossovers
CSI/CSI Miami/Las Vegas/Numb3rs - Crossovers
CSI/CSI: New York - Crossovers
CSI/CSI: New York/Las Vegas/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
CSI/CSI New York/NCIS - Crossovers
CSI/Dresden Files/Harry Potter - Crossovers
C.S.I/Highlander/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
CSI/Magnificent Seven - Crossovers
C.S.I/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
CSI/The Sentinel - Crossovers
CSI: Miami - Television
CSI: Miami/CSI: New York - Crossovers
CSI: New York - Television
CSI: New York/N.C.I.S/Law and Order: SVU - Crossovers
CSI: New York/Law and Order: SVU - Crossovers
CSI New York Slash - YG Mailing List - Slash
Crocodile Dundee - Movies
The Crucible - Theater & Plays
Cupid: 1998
Cursed (Wes Craven) - Movies
Cyrus Barker Mysteries - Books

D
D'Artagnan's Daughter - Movies
Da Vinci's Inquest - Television
  Da Vinci's Inquest/X-Files - Crossovers
The Daily Show with Jon Stewart - Television
Daisy Pulls It Off - Books
Dancing With The Stars - Reality TV
Danny Phantom - Television
Dante's Cove - Television
Darby O'Gill And The Little People - Movies
Dare the Terminator - Comics
Daredevil - Movies
Daria - Television
Dark Angel - Television
  Dark Angel/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
Dark Blue - Television
  Dark Blue Fic - Dreamwidth Live Journal
  Dark Blue Fic - Insane Live Journal
  Dark Blue Fic - Live Journal
  Dark Blue Fic - Yahoogroups Mailing List - All Genres
Dark City - Movies
The Dark Hunters - Books
Dark Justice - Television
Dark Operations: A Dark Odyssey Begins - Movies
Dark Rising - Movies
Dark Shadows: 1991 - Television
  Adult Dark Shadows - Squidge Mailing List
  Dark Shadows Slash - Squidge Mailing List
Dark Skies - Television
  Dark Skies Chat & Fic - Squidge Mailing List
Darker Than Black - Anime
Darklight - Movies
The Darkover Series - books
Darkwing Duck - Television
Date Night - Movies
Das Duo - Television
Dawn Of The Dead - Movies
Dawson's Creek - Television
  Dawson's Creek Chat & Fic - Squidge Mailing List
The Day The Earth Stood Still - Movies
Days Of Our Lives - Television
Dazzler - Comics
Dead Like Me - Television
Dead Man On Campus - Movies
The Dead Zone - Television
  The Dead Zone/The Mentalist - Crossovers
  The Dead Zone/Slash & Chat - Squidge Mailing List
Deadwood: 2004 - Television
Deal or No Deal: 2005 - Reality TV
Death Gate Cycle - Books
Death in Paradise - Television
Double Indemnity - Books
Down With Love - Movies
Dr Fate - Comics
Dr Quinn, Medicine Woman - Television
Dr Strange - Comics
Dr Vegas - Television
Dracula - Books
Dracula - Movies
Dragnet - Television
Dragonball Z - Anime
Dragonlance - Books
Dragonriders of Pern - Books
Drake and Josh: 2004 - Television
Drawing Blood - Books
Dreamcatcher - Movies
The Dresden Files - Television
The Drew Carey Show: 1995 - Television
Duck Dynasty - Reality TV
Dude, Where's My Car - Movies
Due South - Television
  Due South/Harry Potter - Crossovers
  Due South/The Sentinel - Crossovers
    Due South Fantasies - Yahoogroups Mailing Lists
    Due South General Chat & Fic - Squidge Mailing List
    Due South Slasy Fantasies - Yahoogroups Mailing Lists
    Fraser And 2 Rays - Sqidge Mailing List
Duel - Movies
Dukes Of Hazzard: 1979 - Television
Dungeons & Dragons - Television
  Dungeons & Dragons/Thundarr The Barbarian - Crossovers
Dynomutt Dog Wonder - Television
Dynasty Warriors - Games

E

E-Ring - Television
E! News Daily - RP Fiction
The Eagle (of the Ninth) - Movies
Early Edition - Television
Earth 2 - Television
  Earth 2 Chat & Fic - Squidge Mailing List
Earth Final Conflict
  Earth Final Conflict Chat & Fic - Squidge Mailing List
Earth's Children - Books
Eastenders - Television
Eastern Promises - Movies
Eastwick - Television
Ed, Edd and Eddy - Television
Eden - Television
Electra Woman and Dyna Girl - Television
Elementary - Television
Eli Stone - Television
Elvira: Mistress of the Dark - Movies
Emergency - Television
Emergency/The Sentinel - Crossovers
    Emergency! Heart Attack - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre
    Emergency! Captain Hank Stanley Fic - Squidge Mailing List
    Emergency! CHet Kelly Fic - Squidge Mailing List
    Emergency! Dixie McCall Fic - Squidge Mailing List
    Emergency! Kelly Brackett Fic - Squidge Mailing List

< xhref="http://lists.squidge.org/wws/info/emergency_marcolopezfic"
mce_href="http://lists.squidge.org/wws/info/emergency_marcolopezfic">Emergency! Marco Lopez Fic - Squidge Mailing List
    Emergency! Mike Stoker Fic - Squidge Mailing List
    Emergency! Rampart General Fic - Squidge Mailing List
    Emergency! Rampart General - Yahoogroups Mailing List
    Emergency! Roy Comforts - Squidge Mailing List
    Emergency! Station 51 Fic - Squidge Mailing List
    Johnny Gage Oooowies - Squidge Mailing List
    Johnny Loves Roy Fic - Squidge Mailing List

    Emily Owens M.D - Television
    Empty Nest - Television
    End Of Days - Movies
    Endeavour - Television
    Entertainment Tonight - RP Fiction
    The Equalizer - Television
    ER - Television
        ER/Early Edition - Crossovers
    Eureka: 2006 - Television
        Eureka/SWAT Kats - Crossovers
    Evanescence - Real Person Fiction
    Event Horizon - Movies
    Everwood - Television
    Everybody Loves Raymond - Television
    Evil Dead - Movies
    Excalibur - Comics
    The Executioner: Mack Bolan/Stony Man - Books
    The Exes - Television
    Exiles - Comics
    Extreme Makeover: Home Edition - RP Fiction
    Eyes - Television
    Eyes Wide Shut - Movies

    F
    F-Troop - Television
    F/X - Movies
    F/X: The Series - Television
        F-X/Mission Impossible/X-Files - Crossovers
    The Facts Of Life - Television
    The Faculty - Movies
    The Fades - BBC - Television
    Fairly Odd Parents - Television
    FAKE! - Movies
    Fall Out Boy - Real Person Fiction
    Falling Skies - Television
    False Colours - Books
Family Guy - Television
Family Matters - Television
Fangface - Television
Fantastic Four - Comics
Fantastic Four - Movies
Fantastic Four - Movies
Farscape - Television
   Farscape/Highlander/Jay And Silent Bob/Sentinel - Crossovers
      Adult Farscape - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
      Crais Loves Crichton Fic - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
      Crichton Loves D'Argo Fic - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
      Farscape Fic - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
      Farscape Goes BDSM - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
The Fast And The Furious - Movies
The Fast & The Furious: Tokyo Drift - Movies
Fast Times At Ridgemont High - Movies
Fastlane: 2002 - Television
Father Ted: 1995 - Television
Felsic Current - Books
Femforce - comics
Femme Fatale - Movies
The Fifth Element - Movies
Final Fantasy 7 - Games
Final Fantasy 8 - Games
Final Fantasy 10 - Games
Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children - Movies
The Finder - Television
Fireball XL5 - Television
Firefly - Television
   Firefly/Firefly: Serenity - Crossovers
   Firefly/Kinky Boots - Crossovers
   Firefly/Star Trek Enterprise - Crossover
   Firefly Slash - Squidge Mailing List
   Firefly General Romance - Squidge Mailing List
Firefly: Serenity - Movies
Firestarter - Movies
First Daughter - Movies
The Flash - Comics
The Flash - Television
The Flash: Barry Allen - Comics
The Flash: Jay Garrick - Comics
The Flash: Wally West - Comics
   The Flash: Wally West/Teen Titans - Crossovers
Flash Gordon: 1980 - Movies
Flash Gordon: 2008 - Television
Flashpoint - Television
Flatliners - Movies
The Following - Television
Food Of The Gods - Books
Forever Knight - Television
   Nick Knight Forever - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
   Nick Loves LaCroix Chat And Fic - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
   Vachon Loves Nick Fic - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
Forrest Gump - Movies
The Forsaken - Movies
Four Brothers - Movies
Frankenstein - Books
Fred Claus - Movies
Freedom Fighters - Comics
Friday The 13th - Movies
Fright Night - Movies
From Eroica With Love - Anime
From Eroica with Love - Books
Fruits Basket - Anime
The Fugitive (1993) - Movies
  The Fugitive Slash Squidge Mailing List
Fullmetal Alchemist (Hagane no renkinjutsushi) - Anime
Fūma no Kojirō - Anime
Furry, Galactic Alliance - Original Fiction Series
Fushigi Yuugi - Anime

G
Gabriel Knight - Games
Gabriel Knight: The Beast Within - Games
  Gabriel Knight/The Sentinel - Crossovers
Galaxy Quest - Movies
Gambit - Comics
Gatchaman - Anime
Gattaca - Movies
GCB - Television
Gen-X - Comics
Gen¹³ - Comics
Generation X - Comics
  Generation X/X-Men - Crossovers
George of the Jungle - Movies
Get Smart (2008) - Movies
GetBackers - Anime
Ghost Hunt - Anime
Ghost in the Shell - Anime
Ghost Rider - Movies
Ghost Ship - Movies
Ghosts Of Mars - Movies
G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra - Movies
Gilmore Girls - Television
Gilmore Girls/Supernatural - Crossovers
Gingersnaps - Movies
The Glades - Television
Gladiator (2000) - Movies
Gladiator - Movies
Glee - Television
  Glee/X-Men - Crossovers
Glory Days - Movies
The Godfather - Movies
Going to the Mat - Movies
The Golden Girls - Television
Gone In 60 Seconds - Movies
Good Omens - Books
Good Will Hunting - Movies
The Goonies - Movies
Gossip Girl - Television
Gossip Girl Fantasies - Yahoogroups ML - All Genres
Gravitation - Anime
The Great Escape - Movies
Grease - Movies
Greek Mythology - Mythology
The Green Arrow - Comics
The Green Lantern: Silver Age - Comics
The Green Mile - Movies
Grimm - Television
The Grudge: 2004 - Movies
Guiding Light - Television
Gun Shy (2000) - Movies
The Guns of Navarone - Movies
Gundam Wing - Anime
Gunslinger Girl - Anime
Gym Class Heroes - Real Person Fiction

H
Halloween - Movies
Hancock - Movies
Hannibal - Movies
Hannibal/Sherlock - Crossovers
Happy, Texas - Movies
Hard Core Logo - Movies
The Hardy Boys - Books
The Harry Potter Series - Books
Harry Potter - Movies
Harry Potter (French) - Movies
Harry Potter/Stargate - Crossovers
Harry Potter/Supernatural - Crossovers
Harry Potter/West Wing - Crossovers
Harry Potter/X-Files - Crossovers
Haven - Television
Haven Fic - Yahoogroups Mailing List - All Genres
Haven Slash - Yahoogroups Mailing List - Slash & Femme
Hawaii Five-0 (1968) - Television
Hawaii Five-0 (2010) - Television
Hawaii Five-0: 2010/Leverage - Crossovers
Hawaii Five-0: 2010/Smallville - Crossovers
Five-0-Fic And Pics - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre
Hawaii Five-0 prompts, Slash & Trash - Dreamwidth Journal - All-genre
Hawaii Five-0 prompts, Slash & Trash - Insane Journal - All-genre
Hawaii Five-0 prompts, Slash & Trash - Live Journal - All-genre
Five-O-Slash - YG Mailing Lists - Slash
He-man and the Masters of the Universe - Television
He-Man/She-Ra - Crossovers
Head On - Movies
Heavy Metal - Movies
I Spy - Movies
Ice Men - Movies
The Ice Storm - Movies
In And Out - Movies
In Justice - Television
In Plain Sight - Television
In Plain Sight/Die Hard 4: Live Free Or Die Hard - Crossovers
Incarnations Of Immortality - Books
Inception - Movies
Independence Day - Movies
Indiana Jones - Movies
Inspector Lewis - Television
Intelligence: 2013 - Television
Inuyasha - Anime
Inventing the Abbotts - Movies
The Invisible Man - 2000 - Television
Invisible Man/Law & Order: SVU/Scarecrow & Mrs King - Crossovers
Invisible Man/Scarecrow and Mrs King - Crossovers
Ironman - Comics
Iron Man: 2008 - Movies
Iron Man: 2010 - Movies
Iron Man: 2013 - Movies
It - Television
It! The Terror from Beyond Space - Movies
It's the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown - Movies
The Italian Job - Movies

J
J.A.G - Television
J.A.G/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
Men Of J.A.G - Squidge Mailing Lists - Slash
J.A.G: Slashy Fantasies - Yahoogroups Mailing List - Slash
J.A.G Fantasies - Yahoogroups Mailing List - All Genres
Jack Frost - Folklore And Fairy Tales
James Bond - Movies
Jane By Design - Television
Jay And Silent Bob Strike Back - Movies
Jeeves and Wooster - Books
Jeff The Killer - Creepypasta
The Jesse Stone Series - Movies
The Jinx High Series - Books
Johnny Bravo - Television
Johnny the Homicidal Maniac - Comics
Jonah Hex - Movies
Josie and the Pussycats - Movies
Jungle 2 Jungle - Movies
Jungle Book Movies
Jurassic Park - Movies
Jurassic Park 3 - Movies
Justice League Of America - Comics
Justice League Task Force - Comics
Justice Society of America - Comics
Justified - Television
Justified/Leverage - Crossovers
Justified/Torchwood/XFiles - Crossovers

K
K-9 and Company: A Girl's Best Friend - Movies
Keeping Up Appearances - Television
Kenichi: The Mightiest Disciple - Anime
The Kid Superpower Hour With Shazam! - Television
KieferLou - Real Person
Kill Bill: Vol. 1 - Movies
Killer Elite - Movies
Kindred: The Embraced - Television
King: 2011 - Television
King & Maxwell - Television
King Arthur - 2004 - Movies
   King Arthur: 2004/Supernatural - Crossovers
King Kong - Movies
King: 2011 - Television
Kindred: The Embraced - Television
Kindred: The Embraced/Love and Human Remains - Crossovers
King Kong: Skull Island - Movies
King of Queens - Television
Knock Around Guys - Movies
The Krays - Movies
Kung Fu: The Legend Continues - Television
   Kung Fu: The Legend Continues/X-Men - Crossovers
Kung Fu Panda 2 - Movies
Kyle XY - Television
   Kyle XY Slashy Fantasies - Yahoo Groups ML - Slash
Kyōryū Sentai Zyuranger - Television

L
L.A. Ink - Real Person
La Cage aux Folles - Movies
La Femme Nikita: 1997 - Television
   La Femme Nikita/Love and Human Remains - Crossovers
Labyrinth - Movies
The Lady And The Tramp - Movies
Ladyhawke - Movies
Lake Placid - Movies
Lara Croft: Tomb Raider - Movies
Laredo - Television
Las Vegas - Television
   Las Vegas Slash - Yahoo Groups ML - slash
Lassie - Television
Last Exile - Anime
The Last Legion - Movies
Last Resort - Television
Last Rites - Movies
Laura - Movies
Law Abiding Citizen - Movies
Law & Order - Television
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit - Television
Law And Order: SVU/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
Law & Order: LA - Television
Law & Order: UK - Television
Le Divorce - Movies
The League Of Extraordinary Gentlemen - Movies
Legend - Movies
The Legend Of Hell House - Movies
The Legend Of Sleepy Hollow - Books
Legion - Movies
Legion of Fire: Killer Ants (Marabunta) - Movies
Legion Of Superheroes - Comics
Legion Of Superheroes/Teen Titans - Crossovers
Lethal Weapon - Movies
Leverage - Television
Leverage/N.C.I.S - Crossovers
Lexx - Television
Lexx/The Sentinel - Crossovers
The Librarian - Movies
Lilyhammer - Television
The Lion King - Movies
Little Red Riding Hood - Folklore And Fairy Tales
Little Shop Of Horrors - Movies
Lock, Stock And Two Smoking Barrels - Movies
Logan's Run - Movies
Lois And Clark, The New Adventures Of Superman - Television
Lois And Clark/Rizzoli And Isles - Crossovers
Lois and Clark/Special Unit 2 - Crossovers
The Lone Gunmen - Television
The Lone Gunmen/X-Files - Crossovers
The Lone Ranger - Television
Longmire - Television
Looney Tunes - Comics
Lord Of Illusions - Movies
The Lord Of The Rings - Books
The Lord Of The Rings - Movies
The Lord Peter Wimsey Series - Books
The Losers - Movies
Lost - Television
The Lost Boys - Movies
Lost Girl - Television
Lotrips - Real Person
Love And Human Remains - Movies
Love Song - Movies
Loveless - Anime
Lucifer Morningstar - Comics
Lunch With Charles - Movies
Lyon's Den - Movies

M
M.A.S.H - Television
MASH/The Manchurian Candidate - Crossovers
MI-5 - Television
Macbeth - Books
MacGyver - Television
The Machurian Candidate - Movies
The Mackenzie Vampires Series - Books
Mad Max - Movies
Made In Jersey - Television
The Mage Winds Trilogy - Books
Magic City - Television
Magic Kingdom of Landover Series - Books
The Magnificent Seven - 1998 - Television
Magnificent 7/X-Men - Crossovers
Magnum P. I. - Television
Maigret - Television
Major Crimes - Television
Makai Ouji: Devils and Realiist - Anime
The Malloreon Series - Books
The Maltese Falcon - Movies
Mameena: Child of Storm - Books
Mamma Mia - Movies
The Man Called Nova - Comics
The Man From U.N.C.L.E. - Television
The Man From U.N.C.L.E/EN.C.I.S Crossovers
Man With The Screaming Brain: 2005 - Movies
The Mangler - Movies
Manhunter - Movies
Martial Law - Television
Marvel Heroes - Games
Mary Poppins - Movies
Mass Effect - Games
Mass Effect 2 - Games
Master and Commander - Movies
The Matrix - Movies
Matrix Online - Games
Max Headroom - Television
Max Headroom/The Sprawl Series
M C Kenna - Television
Meatballs And Spaghetti - Movies
Mega Man - Games
Megamind - Movies
Memento - Movies
Men In Black - Movies
The Mentalist - Television
Merlin (1998) - Movies
Merlin (BBC) - Television
Merry Gentry - Books
Metal Gear Solid - Games
Miami Vice - Television
Midsomer Murders - Television
The Mighty Ducks - Movies
Minority Report - Movies
Miracles - Television
P

The Pacifier - Movies
Papa Roach - Real Person Fiction
Paramore - Real Person Fiction
Parasomnia - Movies
Partners: 2012 - Television
  Partners Fic - Yahoogroups Mailing List - All Genres
  Partners Slash - Yahoogroups Mailing List - Slash and Femmeslash
Passions - Television
The Patriot - Movies
Peacemaker Kurogane - Anime
Peanuts - Sunday Comics
Pearl Harbor - Movies
Pee Wee's Big Adventure - Movies
Penthouse Men's Adventure Comix - Comics
People Will Talk - Movies
Perception - Television
Percy Jackson and the Olympians - Books
Percy Jackson & the Olympians: The Lightning Thief - Movies
The Perfect Storm - Movies
Perils of Penelope Pitstop - Television
Person Of Interest - Television
  Person of Interest/X-Men - Crossovers
Persona 4 - Games
Pet Shop Of Horrors - Anime
Peter Pan - Folklore And Fairy Tales
Peter Pan (2003) - Movies
Phantasim - Movies
The Phantom of the Opera - Movies
The Picture of Dorian Grey - Books
The Pirate Movie - Movies
The Pirates Of The Caribbean - Movies
  Pirates Of The Caribbean Slash - YG Mailing Lists - Slash
  Pirates Of The Caribbean Just Fic - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre
Pitch Black - Movies
Pleasantville - Movies
Pocahontas - Movies
Police Academy - Movies
Political Animals: Mini Series Television
Poltergeist - Movies
Poltergeist Report: Yuu Yuu Hakusho - Anime
Poltergeist The Legacy - Television
PopSlash - Real Person
Poseidon's Fury: Escape from the Lost City - Movies
Power Rangers: Mighty Morphin Power Rangers - Television
Power Rangers: Mystic Force - Television
Predator - Movies
The Pretender - Television
  The Pretender/The Sentinel - Crossovers
Priest (2011) - Movies
Primeval - Television
Primeval: New World - Television
The Prince Of Tennis - Anime
The Princess Bride - Movies
Proof - Movies
Proof Of Life - Movies
The Prophecy - Movies
Psych - Television
Psych/White Collar - Crossovers

Q
Quadrophenia - Rock Operas
Quadrophenia/The Who - Crossovers
Quantum Leap - Television
Queen of the Damned - Movies
Queer AsFolk - UK - Television
Queer As Folk - US - Television
Dance The Night Away At Babylon - Squidge Mailing List - All genres
Queer As Folk Chat & Fic - Squidge Mailing List - All genres
Queer As Folk Slash - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
Quest for Camelot - Movies
Quills - Movies

R
R.I.P.D - Movies
Raffles - Movies
Raffles - Television
Ranma 1/2 - Anime
Rapunzel - Folklore And Fairy Tales
Rat Patrol - Television
Rave Macbeth - Movies
The Rawhide Kid - Comics
The Real Ghostbusters - Television
Rebecca - Books
Reboot (1994) - Anime
Reckless Kelly - Movies
Red - Movies
Red Dragon - Movies
Red Eye - Movies
Reign of Fire - Movies
Remember Me - Books
Renegades - Movies
Rent - Movies
Repo Men - Movies
Resident Evil - Games
Resident Evil: Code Veronica - Games
Resident Evil series - Movies
Revenge - Television
Revolution - Television
Revolution Fic - Yahoogroups Mailing List - All Genres
Revolution Slash - Yahoogroups Mailing List - Slash & Femmeslash
Revolutionary Girl Utena - Anime
Ride With The Devil - Movies
The Ring - Movies
The Ring Two - Movies
Ringer - Television
Rise Of The Guardians - Movies
Rise of the Guardians/TV Commercials - Crossovers
Rizzoli And Isles - Television
Road House - Movies
The Road To El Dorado - Movies
Robin Hood - Movies
Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves - Movies
Rock Star - Movies
The Rocky And Bullwinkle Show - Television
The Rocky and Bullwinkle Show/Who Framed Roger Rabbit - Crossovers
Rocky Horror Picture Show - Movies
Rogue (2007) - Movies
Romeo and Juliet [Baz Luhrmann] - Theater & Plays
Romeo Must Die - Movies
Rose Red - Movies
The Rowan Series - Books
Royal Pains - Television
Runaways - Comics
The Rundown - Movies
The Rundown/The Scorpion King - Crossovers
Rurouni Kenshin - Anime

S
Sailor Moon - Anime
Sahara, The Movie - Movies
The Saint-Germain Cycle - Books
Saiyuki - Anime
Samurai Sentai Shinkenger - Anime
Sanctuary - Television
Sandman - Comics
Saving Hope - Television
Saw 3D: The Final Chapter - Movies
Scandal - Television
The Scarlet Pimpernel - Movies
Scooby-Doo - Movies
The Scream Movieverse - Movies
Sequest - Television
Seaquest/Blair Witch Project - Crossovers
Seaquest/Stargate - Crossovers
Secondhand Lions - Movies
The Secret Adventures Of Jules Verne - Television
The Secret Circle - Television
The Secret Life Of Us - Movies
The Secret Six - Comics
Secretary - Movies
Sense and Sensibility - Movies
The Sentinel - Television
The Sentinel/Smurfs - Crossovers
The Sentinel/Stargate Atlantis - Crossovers
The Sentinel/X-Files - Crossovers
Species - Movies
Speed Racer - Movies
SpiderMan - Comics
  Spiderman/XMen - Crossovers
Spider-Man: 2002 - Movies
Spongebob Squarepants - Television
Sports Night - Television
The Sprawl Series - Books
Spy Game - Movies
St. Elmo's Fire - Movies
Star Trek - Television
Star Trek Deep Space 9 - Television
Star Trek Voyager - Television
  Star Trek Voyager/Star Wars - Crossovers
Star Trek Enterprise - Television
    All The Star Treks Fic - Squidge All-genre Mailing Lists - The Star Trek series' and movies
    All The Star Treks Fic - YG All-genre Mailing Lists - The Star Trek series' and movies
    Bones Lives - Squidge All-genre Mailing Lists - Bones McCoy centric - Star Trek
    Kirk Loves Spock - Yahoogroups Mailing List - Slash
Star Trek II: The Motion Picture - Movies
Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan - Movies
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home - Movies
Star Trek III: The Search for Spock - Movies
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home - Movies
Star Trek V: The Final Frontier - Movies
Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country - Movies
Star Trek: Generations - Movies
Star Trek: First Contact - Movies
Star Trek: Insurrection - Movies
Star Trek: Nemesis - Movies
Star Trek XI RPS - Real Person
Star Trek - 2009 - Movies
Star Trek: Into Darkness - Movies
Star Wars: A New Hope - Movies
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace - Movies
Star Wars: Attack of the Clones - Movies
Star Wars: Revenge of The Sith - Movies
Star-Crossed: 2014 - Television
Star Wars - Clone Wars - Television
StarGate SG-1 - Television
  Stargate SG-1/Stargate Atlantis - Crossovers
Stargate Atlantis - Television
  Stargate Atlantis Slash - Yahoogroups ML - Slash
Stargate Universe - Television
Stargate: Arc of Truth - Movies
Stargate: Continuum - Movies
Starman - Comics
Starman - Movies
Starship Troopers - Movies
Starsky And Hutch - Television
  Starsky And Hutch/XFiles - Crossovers
Step By Step - Television
The Stephanie Plum Novels - Books
Stranger In A Strange Land - Books
The Strangers - Comics
Strike Back (2010) - Television
Studio 54, Where Are You? - Movies
The Stuff of Legend: Jester's Tale - Comics
Suits - Television
Sunset Boulevard (1950) - Movies
Super Buddies - Comics
Superboy - Comics
Supergirl - Comics
Superman - Comics
Superman Returns - Movies
Supernatural - Television
    Supernatural/Torchwood - Crossovers
    Supernatural/Transformers/The Mist - Crossovers
    Slashing Supernatural Revisited - Yahoogroups ML - Slash
Swampthing - Movies
The SWAT Kats - Television
Sweet Valley High - Books

T
Tactics - Anime
TaleSpin - Television
The Talented Mr. Ripley - Movies
Tallific - Real Person
Tangled - Movies
Tarzan - Movies
Teen Wolf [2011] - Television
The Teen Titans - Comics
Teen Titans: 2003 - Television
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles - Television
Ten Inch Hero - Movies
Tequila Sunrise - Movies
Terra Nova - Television
 Terminator - Movies
Their Second Chance - Movies
Them - Movies
The Thing from Another World - Movies
Thirteen Days - Movies
Thor - Comics
Thor: 2011 - Movies
The Three Musketeer's - Movies
Threshold - Movies
Thundercats - Television
Thunderheart - Movies
Titanic - Movies
To Die For (1995) - Movies
Tokyo Ghost Trip - Television
Tombstone - Movies
Top Gun - Movies
Torchwood - Television
    Torchwood/Lost Girl - Crossovers
Torchwood/The Princess Bride - Crossovers
Torchwood/Torchwood: Miracle Day - Crossovers
Torchwood/Transformers - Crossovers
Torchwood: Children of Earth - Television
Torchwood: Miracle Day - Television
  Jack + Ianto + Owen - Yahoo groups ML - All Genres
  Jack + Owen - Yahoo groups ML - All Genres
  Torchwood 3 - Yahoo groups ML - All Genres
Torchwood - Television
  Touch - Television
Touched By An Angel - Television
Touching Evil: BBC - Television - Television
  Touching Evil/X-Files - Crossovers
Tour Of Duty - Television
Toy Story - Movies
Tracker - Television
Trading Places - Movies
The Transformers - Movies
The Transformers - Television
  The Transformers/Transformers: Cybertron - Crossovers
Transformers: Armada - Television
Transformers: Beast Wars - Television
Transformers: Cybertron - Television
Transformers: Energon - Television
Transformers G1 - Toy-Based
Transformers: The Headmasters - Television
Transformers: Live action movie (2007) - Movies
Transformers: Masterforce - Television
Transformers: Victory - Television
The Transporter (2002) - Movies
Treasure Island - Books
Tremors - Television
The Tribe - Television
Trigun - Anime
The Tripods - Movies
Tripping the Rift - Television
Trixie Belden - Books
The Trollenberg Terror - Movies
Tron - Movies
Troubleshooters Inc Series - Books
Troy - Movies
Tru Calling - Television
True Blood - Television
Trust - Television
Tsubasa Reservoir Chronicles - Anime
TV Commercials - Television
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea - Books
Twilight - Movies
Twilight Of The Gods - Movies
The Twilight Saga - Books
Twisted - Television

U
Ultimate Force [BBC] - Television
Uncaged - Movies
Under The Dome - Television
Underworld: 2003 - Movies
Unforgettable - Television
The Unicorn Chronicles Series - Books
Until The Full Moon - Anime
Ushio and Tora - Anime

V
V [2009] - Television
V for Vendetta - Movies
V: The Series - Television
Valentine's Day - Movies
Vampire - Books
Vampire: The Masquerade - Games
The Vampire Chronicles - Books
The Vampire Diaries - Books
Vampire Hunter D - Anime
Vampire Knight - Anime
Van Helsing - Movies
Velvet Goldmine - Movies
The Venture Bros - Television
Veronica Mars - Television
Vertical Limit - Movies
Vertical Limit/Lunch With Charles - Crossovers
Victor/Victoria - Movies
Virus - Movies
Visions of Escaflowne - Anime
Voyage of the Unicorn - Movies
Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea (1961) - Movies

W
Walker: Texas Ranger - Television
The Walking Dead: 2010 - Television
Wanted - Movies
Wanted: Dead Or Alive - Television
Warchild - Books
Warcraft - Games
The Warlord - Comics
Warriors - Books
Warriors: Kugyay - Books
Watchmen - Movies
Wayne's World/Wayne's World 2 - Movies
West Coast Avengers - Comics
The West Wing - Television
The West Wing/X-Files - Crossovers
Westworld - Movies
What To Do In Case Of Fire - Movies
What Women Want - Movies
White Collar - Television
The Who Real Person Fiction
Who Framed Roger Rabbit - Movies
Winnetou and Old Shatterhand - Books
Witchblade - Television
The Witches Of Eastwick - Movies
Without A Trace - Television
The Whole Nine Yards - Movies
Wilby Wonderful - Movies
Willow - Movies
The Wizard of Oz - Movies
The Wolf Man - 1941 - Movies
Wonder Woman - Comics
World of Darkness Rules - Games
World Without End - Movies
World Wrestling Entertainment - Real Person
World Wrestling Federation - Real Person
World's Finest - Comics
World's Worst Tenants - Reality TV
The Wraeththu Trilogy - Books

X
X-Factor - Comics
X-Files - Television
X-Files: Fight the Future - Movies
Alex Kyrcek: R.I.P - Live Journal - All Genre
Alternate X-Files Universe - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
Doggett Slash - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
Krycek XF Fic - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
Krycek/Mulder/Skinner Angst - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
Krycek Lovers - Yahoogroups ML - All Genres
Krycek Slash - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
Mulder XF Fic - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
Mulder Slash - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
Pendrell XF Fic - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
Skinner XF fic - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
Skinner Slash - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
Spender XF Fic - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
Spender Slash - Squidge Mailing List - Slash
X-Files Angst - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
X-Files: Extreme Edge - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
X-Files Fic Live Journal - All Genres
X-Files Fic - Yahoogroups ML - All Genres
X-Files Fua-Q-Fest - Yahoogroups ML - All Genres
X-Force - Comics
X-Men - Comics
X-Men (2000) - Movies
X-Men: X2 - Movies
X-Men: The Animated Series - Television
X-Men: First Class - Comics
X-Men: First Class - Movies
X-Men: The Last Stand - Movies
X-Men Movie!Verse - Movies
X-Men: The New X-Men - Comics
X-Men: Ultimate X-Men - Comics
X-Men: Uncanny X-Men - Comics
X-Men: Wolverine and The X-Men - Television
X-Men: Young X-Men - Comics
X-Men Origins: Wolverine - Movies
  X-Men: The Logan_Remy Archive - Mailing List Specific Archive
The Xanth Series - Books
Xena: Warrior Princess - Television
  Autolycus Fic - Squidge Mailing List - All Genres
Xtro II: The Second Encounter - Movies
xXx - Movies

Y
YYH OOC - Anime
Yami No Matsuei - Anime
Young Avengers - Comics
Young Frankenstein - Movies
Young Guns - Movies
Young Heroes in Love - Comics
Young Justice - Comics
Young Lady Chatterly - Movies
YourChoice!Western - Unspecified Fandom
Yours, Mine And Ours - Movies
Yu-Gi-Oh - Anime

Z
Zero Hour - Television
Zoolander - Movies
Zoom - Movies

Authors: Don't see your fandom of choice? Let me know and I will add it for you.

OTHER

Multi-Fandom lists & Journals

Adopt A Plot Bunny - Live Journal - All-genre
Adopt A Plot Bunny - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
Adult Sci Fi - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre - Science Fiction only
Adult Babies: Infantilism Fic - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
Adventures In Slash - YG Mailing Lists - Slash
All About Anime Chat & Fic - YG Mailing Lists - All-genre - Anime only
Prompts R Us - Dreamwidth Journal - All-genre
Prompts R Us - Live Journal - All-genre
Makebelieve @ Chez-Vrolet - Chez-Vrolet Mailing List - All-genre
Makebelieve @ Squidge - Squidge Mailing Lists - All-genre
Makebelieve @ YG - Yahoogroups ML - All Genres
There Be Slash Here - YG Mailing Lists - Slash
Disclaimer: All publicly recognizable characters and settings are the property of their respective owners. The original characters and plot are the property of the author. No money is being made from this work. No copyright infringement is intended.

This story archived at https://www.squidge.org/peja/cgi-bin/viewstory.php?sid=47746